
STEP 1

You will need to print two patterns and tape the two halves together to form the
entire pattern, or print one and place it on the fold of your fabric.

The pattern is available in 3 sizes S, M, L.
The small size “S” should be good for babies between 3 – 6 months;
The medium size “M” should fit babies between 6 months and one year old; 
The large size “L” should fit well for children between one year and 3 years old;

1. You can keep the “optional part “
of the pattern and sew a classic bib.
In this case, you will no longer need
the “backside” of the pattern. 

2. You can cut the “optional part”
of the pattern and follow this

tutorial instruction;
 

You have two option to sew this bib:
 

    The seam allowance is 1 cm/0.39”, and it is included in

the pattern but it’s not represented with a line, so as not to

have too many lines overlapping.  

 



STEP 2

 

Iron the fabric to remove any wrinkles, lay it on a flat surface, and place the
pattern on your fabric
Use needles to attach them together, in case of using a thin type of paper and cut
the fabric along with the pattern indications. In case you transferred the pattern
onto a thicker sheet, fix the pattern by hand or place a weight on it and draw the
pattern on the fabric, then cut along the drawn line. 

Fold the fabric and place the half pattern
on the fold of your fabric and cut one
piece for the front side of the bib.
Or place the entire pattern formed by
gluing the two halves together on your
fabric and cut it out.

Then place de “back side” pattern
and cut two little pieces , as
pictured:

Front side of the bib


